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Persona 5 shido calling card

Editing a physical business card sharing from Phantom Thieves directed against Junya Kaneshiro, created by Yusuke Kitagawa. Visitor card (予告状, Yokokuku)? He's an important component of Persona 5 and all the spin-offs associated with it. Appearances [Editing | Source Editing] Details[Editing | Edit source] Once
Phantom Thieves of Hearts find treasure inside Metaverse, they will send a business card to their destinations in various ways, which can organize from gaslighting-esque vandalism simply using an actual business card and mass broadcast hijackings. Once this happens, the target's shadow self will be triggered by a
severe reaction (caused by an insider's knowledge of the wrongdoing of their actions) which inspires them to protect their treasure or has taken desires at all costs, where the treasure (or stolen cravings) that was previously unspeakable fog will take shape, allowing it to be stolen and a change of heart to occur. Treasures
will usually take the form of a mystical object, while matrializes desires to always take the shape of a large, pink diamond if they have an owner. (In the case of stolen cravings without owners, they take the shape of smaller diamonds instead.) However, the effect is only temporary, because the treasury will only be
reflected on the day the business card is seen, and the process cannot be repeated; Therefore, the Phantom Thieves must steal the treasure immediately after the card has been sent. Other times, the business card is not used to alert the target but as a declaration of war, such as during the last Mana Q2 conflict and
against the ultimate goal of The Persona 5 Royal. All but the first business cards sent to Suguru Kamushida were created by Yuska Kitagawa, or in the event of a broadcast hijacking, by Putaba Sakura. The first set of cards sent to Camushida as gas-light vandalism was created by Ryoji Sakamoto, who was criticized for
his degenerate work, but managed to write the rest of the business cards during Persona 5, the card sent to Akira Kunua written by Zankichi Hasagawa and the one sent to the public to summon her mother into action, demanding the help of the reformed Con Ichinos. As Phantom Thieves herself cannot hack into its
servers alone., Akira Kono is the only target of Phantom Thieves who are not affected by the Phantom Thieves' business cards, as he firmly believes himself to be justice incarnate, in addition to the poorly written business card due to written by Zenkichi instead of the usual Yusuke. Instead, it was Emma's failure to
capture the Phantom Thieves who eventually alerted him. Technically, at Persona 5 and Persona 5 Royal, the option to send a business card is usually locked the next day after locating the treasure, with the exception of niijima's palace and Persona 5 Royal Palace final, where the business card will be sent on the last
day before the deadline. After you sent a calling card, The day will end and the hero will be locked in a café for Blanc that night. Any free time activity that may be carried out in LeBlanc's environment such as making permeable utensils or cooking coffee can still be carried out, but the hero cannot go outside at all to avoid
detection by law enforcement. The next day's free time will be replaced by the business card event, and the game will automatically lock the party at the palace. Once that happens, the party can't get out of the palace until they defeat the boss meeting and steal the treasure. Reading Card Texts[Edit | Edit source]
Persona 5[Edit | Edit source] Target content removes method Suguru Kamoshida Sir Suguru Kamoshida, the absolute bastard of lust. We know how crappy you are, and that you put your twisted desires on students who can't fight back. That's why we decided to steal those desires and confess your sins to people. It'll be
done tomorrow, so we hope you'll be ready. From, the Phantom Gaslighting heart thieves on the billboard of the Ichiryusai Madarame School Sir Ichiryusai Madarame, a great sinner of arrogance whose skills have been exhausted. You're an artist who uses his authority to shamelessly steal the ideas of his students. We
decided to get you to confess all your crimes to your mouth. We will take your twisted desires without exception. M, [Phantom Thieves]. * Morgana places the card in madarm's exhibition, Junia Cansiro Sir Junia Canschiro, the silver-devouring granus sinner. You indulge in deceiving others with terrible methods that target
minors exclusively. We decided to get you to confess all your crimes to your mouth. We will take your twisted desires without exception. M, [Phantom Thieves]. * Litter Ryuji business cards all over Shibuya Futaba Sakura Futaba Sakura committed a great sin of lazily drowning. Therefore, we will rob every part of these
twisted desires. A personal delivery to Potaba's room, Conikaso Okumura Sir Konikaso Okumura, the great sinner of greed. Your success and your global fame exist because of the tyrannies you rain on your employees. So, we decided to get you to confess all your crimes in your mouth. M, [Phantom Thieves]. * Harrow
places him in the house of Okamura Sa Nijima Madame Sa Nijima, a great sinner for jealousy. You lost yourself in your obsession with success. For the sake of it, you're even willing to promote injustice as a trigger. M, [Phantom Thieves]. * Delivered to Se by Makoto, who claims to have found it in their masayoshi Shido
Yo mailbox! What's happening! Everyone! We're the ones you all know as the Phantom Thieves. And we're all alive and kicking. But those guys in power? They manipulated information to try to hide the truth. So, before we match our next target, we'd like to first dig into your The recent scandals of public figures, the
accidents caused by psychotic breakdowns and mental shutdowns... One man is behind each and every case... Just sringe his greed. This man was afraid that his crimes would be exposed and deflect blame on us. He even manipulated the police for it. We only steal the hearts of criminals. But that idiot tried to throw
what he did at us. It just goes to show that he doesn't care about the victims at all! The identity of this cowardly man is -- (the police stop broadcasting only for Putaba to promote him) The man behind it all is a current cabinet member of all things. Minister of State for Special Missions... Masayoshi His Hand! Everything
this guy says is a lie! And prove it... Look! As you can see, we're all alive and kicking! I'm sure the people who are investigating us can tell if it's a lie or not. His own hand will soon confess to all the crimes he committed. Please aim for it, everyone! We're not going to sit back and watch some crook destroy this country
just because of his damn ego. Right, leader? (hero speaking) yes. Before that happens, we're going to take this country! National broadcast hijacking - Potaba Canon Takuto Takuto Of Rocky committed the great sin of creating an exaggerated self-righteous reality that grants people the will. However, we will not absorb
ourselves in this false happiness, and we will overcome our pain and move on. As a result, we will not accept your proposed salvation. And so, we will steal your twisted desires and return our future. From the Phantom Magnibes. The protagonist invites Maruki for coffee to Blanc to pass him the card from Persona Q2: a
new movie maze [editing source] Method of delivering the target content Kamushidman we will take the statue of Kamushidman stuck on the back of Kamushidman Ankil Madame Melil, curator of the cinemas of fraud. Since you act in movies that support self-abuse and con audience members to confuse the
soullessness of peace, we will steal those twisted films from you. Signed, Phantom Thieves. The protagonist throws the card to Anil Persona 5 scramble: Phantom Chauvinist [Editing | Editing Source] Target Content Method Alice Hiiragi Ladies and Gentlemen! Good evening! It's been a long time. Do you remember us?
We're the Phantom Heart thieves. We're back to changing a certain person's heart: a woman who plays with the hearts of men, Alice Hiiragi. She disrespects people in a false light and hurts people to her delight. We won't let these kinds of people do their best. Tonight, we'll take all the desires you stole! Futaba Cannon -
Broadcast snatch in Shibuya Angu Natsume Sir Angu Natsume, a crook of arrogance. You're a great sinner who disrespects others and steals their desires to grease your wallet. We don't take very much of A crown you've taken from piles of sin. Tonight, we'll take all the desires you stole. Lighting gas on natsume's stall
from Ricoh TheOdo Madame Mariko Heido, the fake empress whose heart was frozen solid. Her cold is a way to control them in other people's presents and use others like ue. They won't let her trust her authority. Tonight, we'll take all the desires you stole. On the Judo campaign poster, Akira Kono Sir Akira Konyo,
suspected of being a tyrant who tempts himself as a hero. (The next suspect is labled as a) many innocents were hurt, dressed up as false justice, framed others for interrogating murder, and tried to capture and imprison adolescents. Due to the suspicions, I will officially order A's arrest and steal the desires you stole
tonight. Hijacking Zeppelin Medica to move the cards EMMA will see here! That mark! We are the phantom heart thieves! We sent this card to all of you! This time, we'll direct you all! You've all lost themselves and entrusted your way to the mechanical god. Will you just follow someone who gives you the answer? The
only way you should take is the answer you choose! We'll wake you up! We Phantom Thieves will take all the desires you've given the false god! Potaba hijacks EMMA's central server with the trivia of Con Ycinos[Editing | Edit source] Uncharted dialogue suggests that Putaba's business card originally read she never
leaves her room or communicates with people, living an unethical life of lack of tom.s. We're the Phantom Thieves who steal hearts. You'll be made to bask in the sunlight. I look forward to that time. The scene that used this version was played in full in English even though it was not managed, and it presented Anne
much more aggressively. [2] Soguru Kamushida and Aqira Kono's business cards were the only ones made of paper not written by Yuska Kitagawa. [Edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Specify.
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